
    

 

RA-Stud Fix System 

Installation Instructions 

The Ra technology Stud Fix System is designed for installing Flat Screens (Maximum 50kg) onto Wooden Stud Partition Walls. 

The following instructions detail how the system needs to be secured to the wall for a safe and effective installation. 

1) First find the location of two VERTICAL wooden studs inside the wall (behind the plaster board surface). These are normally 

between 400mm and 600mm apart in most wooden stud partition walls. It is important you locate the CENTRE point of both 

vertical studs and mark their location as this is the point where the coach screws (included) in the kit will fix each leg to the wall. 

It is advisable to use a spirit level to ensure your markings are 100% vertical. 

2) Position one of the two Upright Supporting Legs in the kit, with the round coach screw holes on the INSIDE of each leg, 

adjacent to the centre points marked on the vertical stud as mentioned in step 1 above. Also ensure the base of the leg is sitting 

firmly on the floor before fixing in position with the coach screws provided (4 on each leg). Once fixed to the wall repeat  this 

procedure with the other Upright Supporting Leg ensuring this is 100%  vertically aligned with the first leg (see image 2 

attached). 

3) Fix both legs to the centre of the Vertical Studs inside the wall with the coach screws included (see image 3 attached). 

4) Fit the Plastic Caps provided onto each of Coach Screw Heads (see image 4 attached). 

5) Next (if applicable) find a HORIZONTAL Cross Stud inside the wall between each upright leg and mark the horizontal centre of 

this stud. This is where the Cross Brace included will be positioned and fixed to the inside of both Upright Supporting Legs. 

Loosely fit the double captive nut on either end of the cross brace and slide into the slots on the legs. The Cross Brace can now 

be fixed onto the horizontal stud with the screws included and fixed in place on the inside of each leg (see image 5 and 6 

attached). If there are no Horizontal Studs inside the wall then the Cross Brace is not required. 

6) Run connection cables through the centre of either or both legs to a point where the rear of the screen will be positioned for 

connection and out through the exit holes on the outside of each leg. From here you can route the cables through surface 

mounted trunking (not included) and onto a terminal plate if required (see image 7 and 8 attached). 

7) Fit the Flat Screen Mount onto the face of each leg at the required height (see image 9 attached). 

8) Fit both Mounting Legs onto the rear of the screen and locate the screen onto the Flat Screen Mount in a central position and 

tighten the security bolt at the bottom of each leg to hold the screen in position. 
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For any additional help or support with this or any other Ra technology product please call customer services on 01484 475950 
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